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The tape complexity ofcontext-free languages is investigated. It is shown that 
all the members  of two distinct subclasses of deterministic context-free languages 
are recognizable in O(log n) tape complexity on off-line deterministic Turing 
machines. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
There are several interesting observations to be made concerning the tape 
complexity of context-free languages. An early result given by Lewis et al. (1965) 
is that every context-free language can be recognized by an off-line deterministic 
Turing machine of O((log n) 2) tape complexity. This is still the best result 
known. Sudborough (1975) shows that if all linear context-free languages can 
be recognized by off-line deterministic Turing machines of O(log n) tape 
complexity, then the nondeterministic and deterministic ontext-sensitive 
languages are identical. He also discusses a deterministic context-free language 
(abbreviated DCFL) which is log n tape complete for the family of DCFL's 
(Sudborough, 1976@ Some closure properties on the class of O(log n) tape 
complexity languages (Ritchie and Springsteel, 1972) and on the class of O(log n) 
tape complexity functions (Lind, 1974) are known. It is also known that the class 
of O(log n) tape complexity context-free languages is closed under the star 
operation if and only if the deterministic and nondeterministic O(log n) tape 
complexity classes are identical (Flajolet and Steyaert, 1974; Monien, 1975). 
These results focus attention on the class of O(log n) tape complexity languages. 
In particular, it is natural to ask whether large subclasses of the deterministic 
context-free languages are recognizable by off-line deterministic Turing machines 
of O(log n) tape complexity. The class of languages recognizable by deterministic 
one-counter automata (Valiant, 1973; Valiant and Paterson, 1975) is a trivial 
example of such a subclass. Ritchie and Springstael (1972) show that Dyck 
languages, tandard languages, tructured context-free languages, and bounded 
context-free languages are recognizable by deterministic two-way marking 
automata. Hence they are all in the class of deterministic O(log n) tape complexity 
languages (Ritchie and Springstael, 1972; Hartmanis, 1972). It is also known that 
any parenthesis language (Lynch, 1975; Mehlhorn, 1975), any two-sided Dyck 
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language (Lipton and Zalcstein, 1976), and EDOL language (Sudborough, 1976b) 
and the leftmost Szilard language of any phrase structure grammar (Igarashi, 
1977) are deterministically recognizable in O(log n) tape complexity. 
In this paper we discuss ome O(log n) tape complexity subclasses of deter- 
ministic ontext-free languages. We define two types of deterministic pushdown 
automata (abbreviated DPDA's): finite minimal stacking (abbreviated FNIS-) 
DPDA's and strict restricted (abbreviated SR-) DPDA's. Deterministic finite- 
turn languages are in the class defined by the first, while Dyck languages, 
standard languages, structured context-free languages, and leftmost Szilard 
languages of phrase structure grammars are in the class defined by the second. 
The methods used in this paper seem to be widely applicable to show the 
O(log n) tape complexity of some language families. It is not known whether 
all parenthesis languages and/or all two-sided Dyck languages are in the class 
of languages recognized by SR-DPDA's. The following results are shown: 
(1) For an arbitrary DPDA M,  it is decidable in polynomial time in the 
size of M whether M is a FMS-DPDA. 
(2) The language by a FMS-DPDA is recognizable by an off-line 
deterministic Turing machine of O(log n) tape complexity. 
(3) The language recognized by a SR-DPDA is recognizable by an off-line 
deterministic Turing machine of O(tog n) tape complexity. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of automata 
theory and computational complexity as described in standard texts, for example, 
Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). In the main we employ the definitions and notation 
given in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) and Valiant (1973, 1974, 1975). 
If w is a word, ] w I denotes its length. If w is a pair of words, I w I denotes 
the length of its second component (i.e., if w = (q, a), then [ w [ = ] ~ I). 
is the word of zero length. A := B means that A is defined to be B. Let w 
at  "'" an ,  where each ai (1 ~< i ~< n) is a symbol. Then ~i)w is the length i initial 
substring of w (i.e., (i)w = a 1 "" ai), and w (i) is the length i final substring of w 
(i.e., w ¢° = a~_~+l "" as). #S  is the number of elements in S. 
A deterministic pushdown automaton (abbreviated DPDA) is a deterministic 
acceptor with a one-way input tape, a pushdown tape, and a finite state control. 
It can be specified by a 7-tuple ((2, X,  I ~, ~, qo,  Zo ,  F), where 
(1) Q is a finite set (of states), 
(2) Z' is a finite alphabet (the input alphabet), 
(3) f '  is a finite alphabet (the pushdown alphabet), 
(4) q0 is in Q (the initial state), 
(5) Z 0 is in/"  (the start symbol), 
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(6) F C (2 × /~ (the set of accepting modes), and 
(7) 3 is the set of transitions which have certain restrictions as described 
below. 
Certain strings over/"  are interpreted as the contents of the pushdown store. 
In this interpretation we assume that the bottom of the store is on the left and 
the top on the right. A configuration c is a pair from Q x ~*. A mode is a pair 
from (2 × _P, and each mode is specified to be a reading mode, an e mode, or 
neither. The set of reading modes and the set of e modes are disjoint. Each 
member of ~ is of the form (q, A) --+~ (q', y) where (q, A) is a mode, q' a Q, 
y a / ' * ,  and 7r ~ Z u {e}, such that 
(1) if (q, A) is a reading mode, then for each a ~ Z'it has a unique transition 
with 7r ~- a but none with ~r =- E, and 
(2) if (q, A) is an E mode, then it has just one transition, and in this, ~r = e 
and y is null. 
I f  (q, A)  is neither a reading mode nor an e mode, then the transition (q, A) ---~" 
is not defined for any ~r E Z ~ k3 {E}. Our definition of a PDDA follows the 
definition in (Valiant, 1974, p. 124). It can be regarded as a normal form into 
which a DPDA in any of the other customary formulations can be translated 
(Valiant, 1974). The reason why we adopt this definition as a normal form of a 
DPDA is to avoid a tedious case analysis in the proofs of our main results. A 
conventional normal form of a DPDA does not include the restriction for which 
in an • mode transition (q, A) --~ (q', 9'), 9' is null. Valiant (1973, 1974) does not 
indicate how this normal form is obtained. We shall describe a procedure to 
transform a customary normal form to our normal form shortly. The initial 
configuration (q0, Z0) is denoted by cs. (q, A) -+~ (q', 9') may be written as 
3(q, /1, rr) = (q', 9"). Let 3o(q, /1, ~) - q' and 3r(q, A,  ~r) = y when 3(q, /1, ~r) = 
(q', 9"). (q,/1, ~r) is called an upstroke if 3(q, A, ,r) ~- (q', 9") and I ~ t > 1, and 
(q,/1, 7r) is called a downstroke if 3(q, A, ~r) --  (q', 9') and 1 9' I = 0. 
A DPDA makes a move (q, ~A)~--~ (q', ~9") if and only if there is some 
transition (q,/1) -+~ (q', y). I f  ~- ~ Z', then this symbol is considered to have been 
read. A derivation is a sequence of such moves through successive configurations, 
and is said to read the word w if w is the concatenation of symbols read by the 
constituent moves. It is denoted by c ~__w c'. A word w is accepted from the 
configuration c if for some c' with mode (i.e., state, top stack symbol) belonging 
to F, c ~_w c'. The language accepted by a DPDA M is the set of words accepted 
from cs(qo , Zo) , its initial configuration, and is denoted by L(M).  It is formally 
denoted as follows: 
L(M)  =- {w a X* I c s ~- c, the mode of c belongs to F}. 
L(M)  is also said to be the language recognized by M. 
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Let M = (Q, z ,  I', 8, qo, Zo ,F) be a DPI )A satisfying the normal form 
conditions (l) and (2) above except he restriction on the length of the right-hand 
side of each transition. I f  for each e mode (q, A) [ 8r(q, A, E)[ = O, M satisfies 
our normal form conditions. Suppose that (q, A) --~ (q', y) and [ 7 I /> 1. 
Then one of the following three cases can arise. We describe how to modify M 
:for each of these cases. 
Case 1. (q', 7 (1)) is neither a reading mode nor an e mode. 
8 and F are transformed as follows: 8 :=  8 -  {(ql A ) - -~  (q', Y)}, and if 
(q', ym) is in F, F :=  F V0 {(q, A)}. 
Case 2. (q', 7 (1)) is a reading mode. 
For each ~r ~ 27 the two transitions (q, A) -~  (q', Y) and (q', y(1)) _+, (q,,  ft,) 
are combined into a single transition (q, A) --~" (q~, (1~1-1)7fi~). That is, 8 :=  
3 --  {(q, A) -->" (q', y)} w {(e, A) ---~- ( f , ,  (l<-l)rfl~) J ~r e 27}. I f  (q', ym) is in F, 
f :=  u ((q, A)).  
Case 3. (q', 7 (1)) is an • mode. 
Suppose (q', y(1)) __+, (q,, fi). We modify 8 and F as follows: 
a := a - {(q, A) (q', r)} u {(q, .4) (q", 
and if (q', y(1)) is in F, F :=  F v0 {(q, A)}. I f  [ (l~I-*)yfl I ~-~ 0, the new transition 
added to 8 satisfies our normal form conditions. Otherwise, we repeat he above 
procedure to the new transition (q, A)---~ (q", I~l-x)y/3). That is, mode (q", 
((Ivl-1)W~) (l)) iS one of the above three cases, and we modify 8 and F for this 
transition as described above. We repeat this procedure until a new transition 
added to 8 satisfies our normal form conditions, but at most #Q x #F  times. 
I f  we repeat he above procedure for the e mode (q, A) #Q × #2" times, and if 
at each time a new transition added to 8 does not satisfy our normal form condi- 
tions, then (q, A) is changed to be neither a reading mode nor an e mode. 
We apply this procedure to every • mode that does not satisfy the null length 
of the right-hand side of its transkion. Since #Q x #/ '  is finite, the above 
computation terminates after a finite number of steps. That is, the above 
procedure is effective. Let M '  be the final DPDA derived from M by applying 
the above procedure. Then M'  is in our normal form, and it is straightforward 
that L(M) -~ L(M'). Therefore, we may hereafter only consider DPDA's  in 
our normal form. 
Let c ~---~' c  be a derivation, cx is a stacking configuration in the derivation if 
and only if it is not followed by any configuration of height ~ [ cll in the 
derivation, where ]ex] represents the length of the word stored in the stack 
tape at this configuration. Note that, whether or not c z is a stacking configuration 
depends on what derivation is considered. That is, if we say that Q is a stacking 
configuration i  the derivation c ~__w c', it means that c z is a stacking configuration 
for the whole of c ~__w c'. 
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DSPACE(f(n))  is the set of languages recognized by off-line deterministic 
Turing machines off(n)  tape complexity. NSPACE(f(n))  is the set of languages 
recognized by off-line nondeterministic Turing machines off(n) tape complexity. 
A function g(n) is said to be O(f(n)) if there exists a constant c such that g(n) <~ 
cf(n) for all but some finite (possibly empty) set of nonnegative integers for n. 
As is well known, DSPACE(f (n) )D DSPACE(g(n)) and NSPACE(f (n) )D 
NSPACE(g(n)) if g(n) is O(f(n)). The base of the logarithm is immaterial to 
our discussion. It is convenient to define log n = [log 2 n], where [r] is the least 
positive integer not less than r. 
3. FINITE MINIMAL STACKING DPDA's  
In this section we define a finke minimal stacking DPDA and show that the 
language accepted by it is in DSPACE(log n). 
DEFINITION l. Let c ~--~ c' be a derivation of a DPDA M = (Q, X, F, 3, %,  
Z 0 , F). Q is a minimal stacking configuration in the derivation c ~--~ c' if and 
only if c a is a stacking configuration in the derivation and satisfies one of the 
following two Conditions: 
(I) q is the first stacking configuration in the derivation. 
(2) There is a configuration of height 2> [ q l between q and the stacking 
configuration immediately preceding it in the derivation. 
DEFINITION 2. Let M = (Q, z,  I ~, 3, %,  z0,  F) be a DPDA. M is a finite 
minimal stacking DPDA (abbreviated FMS-DPDA)  if and only if there exists 
a positive integer k such that for any w ~ Z'* the number of minimal stacking 
configurations in the derivation (q0, Zo) ~____w c is at most k. 
Although the characterization by means of minimal stacking configurations 
seems to be formulated as a property of an infinite set of configurations for a 
given DPDA, we are able to prove that there exists an effective procedure to 
decide whether it is a FMS-DPDA.  
THEOREM 1. Let M be an arbitrary DPDA. Then it is decidable in polynomial 
time in the size of M whether M is a FNIS-DPDA. 
Proof. Let M ~ (Q, 27,/', 3, qo, Zo, F) be a DPDA. We construct a non- 
deterministic pushdown automaton M'  ~ (Q', 27',/~', 3', (~', q0), Zo, F ' )  from M 
as follows: 
Q' = fit, q), ($, q) I q ~ Q} u (d}, Z '  = {a}, 
F '  = {((~, q), A), ((4, q), A) I q ~ Q, A ~/~'}, 
r '  = r u {e), 
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8' = {((L q), A) -~ ((L q'), r) 1 (q, A) e+ (q,, r) e a, I y I > 1} 
u {((~, q), A) -~ ((4, q'), r) I (q, A) -~ (q', r) ~ 8, I r [ ~< 1} 
w {((L q), A) -~ ((~, q'), ~) I (q, A) e+ (q,, ~) E a} 
u{(($, q), A) ~- ((t, q'), Y), ((+, q), A) -~ ((1', q'), 'l)rO~(['[-l') 
[(q,A) Z+(q',y)ES, lr[ > I} 
w {(~, q), 0) -% (a, 0) ] q e Q}, 
where rr is an arbitrary element of 2J k3 {e}. 
The above modification from M to M '  needs only polynomial time in the 
size of M. From the above construction of M', M is a FMS-DPDA if and only 
i fL(M')  is finite. The finiteness for M '  can be tested in polynomial time in the 
size of M'  (Lemma 2.3 of Valiant (1973)). The theorem is therefore stablished. 
Q.E.D. 
The method described in the proof of Theorem 1 can also be used to prove 
that finiteness of minimal stacking configurations for nondeterministic pushdown 
automata is decidable in polynomial time in the size. 
We use a further restriction on the length of the right-hand side of each 
transition in order to make the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 (in Section 
4) shorter. In the following proofs, we assume that for each transition (q, A) ---~ 
(q', Y) I Y ] ~< 2, where 7r is an element of I u {e}. We describe how one is able 
to achieve this normal form without losing the normal form conditions (1) and (2) 
given in the previous section. Let M = (Q, Z', F, 8, q0, Z0, F) be a normal form 
satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) given in Section 2. We assume that for 
some transition of M(q, A) __+a (q', y) I 7 I > 2. Let k = max{l 3r(q, A, rr)l I 
~r e 27, q ~ Q, A e F}. We construct M '  = (O', Z' ,  F ' ,  8', qo', Zo', F')  from M as 
follows: Q' = Q, I '  = l ,  qo' = q0, zo '  = [z0], F '  = {[~] 1 ~ E (F1 ~* - -  F~+~F*)} 
(that is, we consider a sequence whose length is not more than k over /"  to be a 
single symbol in F ' ;  for example, if Aie / "  (i = 1, 2, 3) and k = 4, [A1A2Aa ] is 
a single symbol in 1"), 
~' = {(q, D]) ~ (q', [(~)((l<-"4~)][#l<<~t-~-*'] 
] (q, A) -~ (q', 1~) ~ 8, and a is a sequence 
over Fsuch that I ~ I ~< k and ~a) = A} 
(where if i >/ ] w [, (i)w = w; otherwise, (i)w is the length i initial substring of w, 
[e] denotes E, and if i ~< 0, [w m] = E; otherwise, w (i) is the length i final substring 
of w), andF '  = {(q, [c~]) ] (q, A) ~F, c~ (1) = A and e~ e F}. From the construction 
of M', L(M) = L(M'), for every transition (q, A) -+~ (q', y) of M '  I Y ] ~ 2, 
and M'  simultaneously satisfies the normal form conditions (1) and (2) given 
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in the previous ection. It is also straightforward that if M is a FMS-DPDA, 
then M' is a FMS-DPDA. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a FMS-DPDA. ThenL(M) is in DSPACE(log n). 
Proof. Suppose that M -~ (Q, 27,/-1, 8, q0, Zo, F) is a FiVIS-DPDA. We 
shall explain how to construct a Turing machine T which simylates M's opera- 
tions in O(log n) tape complexity. Let w = a, "" a~ be an input string, where 
each ae (1 ~ i ~ n) is an element of 27. The proof is an induction on the input 
head position on M. Suppose that T has simulated M's operations for the input 
substring (i)w = a 1 "'" ai in O(log n) tape complexity, and the following informa- 
tions described in (i) and (ii) below is stored on the working tape of T: 
(i) (S~, _d~, I~, h~), where S~, A~, I~ and h~ are the state, top symbol 
of the stack tape, input head position (i.e., I~ = i) and height of the stack tape 
respectively at the end of M's computation for (i)w. 
(ii) The sequence (S%, A%, /%,  hm),..., (S%, A~,In,. ,  h~r), where 
s~, A~j, I% and h~j (1 ~ j ~< r) are the state, top stack symbol, input head 
position, and height of the stack tape, respectively at the jth minimal stacking 
configuration c~j for (~w. 
We demonstrate hat T can be constructed in such a way that it simulates the 
next operation of M and updates the information (i) and (ii) above using at most 
O(log n) tape space. As described before this theorem, we can modify a given 
FMS-DPDA without losing the finiteness of minimal stacking configurations 
so that the right-hand side (q', ~,) of any transition satisfies I 7 [ ~ 2. We may 
therefore, without loss of generality, consider that a given FMS-DPDA has 
this property in order to simplify the following description in this proof. Since 
we suppose that (S~, A~, I~, h~) is given on the working tape, the next operation 
of M is easily simulated. If (S~, A , ,  ~r) is not a downstroke, then it is also easy 
to update the information (i) and (ii) above, where 7r is a~ if (S~, A~) is a reading 
mode; otherwise, ~r is E. We therefore omit a description of T when (S~, A~, rr) 
is not a downstroke. We explain how to update the information (i) and (ii) 
above when (S~, A~, rr) is a downstroke (i.e., ~r(Sv, A~, ~) ~ e). 
Suppose (S~, A~, ~) is a downstroke. Then the height of the stack tape at the 
next stage is h~ -- 1. 
Case 1. h~ >/ h~,-}- 1. 
The algorithm to update the information (i) and (ii) is described as follows: 
(1) H:=h~, ; I := I~;R :=A%;S: -~S%.  
(2) Ifh~ -- 1 = Hthen go to (4). 
(3) H := H-t- I 8r(S, R, ~r~)[ -- 1; S' := 8o(S, R, 7r~); R' :=  (St(S, R, ~r,))m. 
(Comment: If (S, R) is a reading mode, ~r z = a~; otherwise ~r, = e.) If (S, R) 
is a reading mode then/ := I+  1; S := S'; R := R'; go to (2). 
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(4) If(S~, A~) is a reading mode then 7: :~ as~ and d := 1 else ~r :• E and 
d : :0 ;  
S~ := ~o(S~, A~, zr); I~ :=  I~ + d; A~ := R; h~ := h~ -- 1. 
After the above computation, the newly created (S~, A~, I~, h~) is added as 
the last element of the sequence of (ii) if h~ > h~ ; the last element (Sin , A~ , 
I%,  h%) of the sequence of (ii) is replaced by the newly created (S~, A~ ,~I~, hl) 
otherwise (i.e., if h~ =~ h%). 
Case 2. h~ == h% (i.e., (S~, A~, I~, h,~) is the last element of the sequence 
of (ii)). 
We can update the information (i) and (ii) using (S~ , A,, ,Im , h~ ) 
in the same way as that of Case 1 0.e., we may consider that the last minimal 
stacking configuration is temporarily (S~ , A~ ,l,~ , hm ) instead of 
(S~, A~, I~, h~) in order to update the infor-mation-(~i) an~t-~(ii) int~his case. 
Since the heights of the stack tape and the input head positions at minimal 
stacking configurations can be expressed in O(log n) tape space, all the above 
operations can be done using O(log n) tape space. It is obvious that all the 
operations are deterministic. Therefore L(M)  is in DSPACE(Iog n). Q.E.D. 
Finite-turn pushdown automata have been widely studied (Ginsburg and 
Spanier, 1966; Valiant, 1973, 1974). It is obvious that any finite-turn DPDA is a 
FMS-DPDA. Let L ~ {anb '~ f n ~ 1}. Then L* is recognizable by a FMS- 
DPDA, but cannot be recognized by any finke-turn DPDA. The proof of this 
fact is not difficult, and is left as an exercise for the reader• The FMS-DPDA's 
introduced in this section are therefore more powerful aeceptors than finite-turn 
DPDA's. The algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 2 can also be used 
to show that languages recognized by nondeterministic finite minimal stacking 
pushdown automata are in NSPACE(log n). 
4. STriCT I~STRICTED DPDA's 
In this section we define another type of DPDA whose languages are in 
DSPACE(log n). 
DEFINITION 3. A DPDA M = (Q, 27, F, 8, q0, Zo, F) is called a strict 
restricted DPDA (abbreviated SR-DPDA) if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) If 3(q, A, E) is defined, then for any B e -P and a e 27 3(q, B, a) is not 
defined. 
, (ii) If 3(q, A, ~r) = (q', ~) and 3(q, B, zr) = (q", y), then [ ~ I = ] 7 ] and 
either q' ~ q", or at least one of q' and q" is in D, where A and B are arbitrary 
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elements of F, 7r ~ 22 u {e}, and D is the subset of Q such that transitions from 
any qa in D is not defined (i.e., for any qa in D and A in F, (qa, A) is neither a 
reading mode nor an e mode. 
Dyck languages, standard languages, structured context-free languages 
(Ritchie and Springsteel, 1972), and leftmost Szilard languages of phrase 
structure grammars (Igarashi, in press) are known to be in DSPACE(log n). 
It is easy to show that these languages are recognizable by SR-DPDA's. That 
is, naturally constructed DPDA's that recognize these languages satisfy the two 
conditions in Definition 3. As an example, in the Appendix we give a description 
of a SR-DPDA for recognizing a given structured context-free language. 
This will help the reader understand the concept of a SR-DPDA. The construc- 
tion of SR-DPDA's for the other language families indicated above is similar 
to that of a SR-DPDA described in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a SR-DPDA. Then L(M) is in DSPACE(log n). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a given SR-DPDA 
is in our normal form defined in Section 2. We can also modify a given SR-DPDA 
in a way as described in the previous ection so that the right-hand side (q', fl) 
of any transition satisfies ] fi I ~ 2. This modification does not lose the properties 
(i) and (ii) in Definition 3, nor the normal form conditions defined in Section 2. 
We may therefore consider that a given SR-DPDA satisfies all these conditions. 
Let M = (Q, Z, I', 3, qo, Zo, F) and D be the subset of Q such that transitions 
from qa ~ D are not defined. Consider an input word w ~ a I '" a~, and denote 
al "" am by C~)w. The proof is an induction on m. Suppose we have checked in 
O(log n) tape complexity that (q0, Z0) ~_ ~m-~,~ c and the state of c is not in D. 
We want to determine inductively whether ¢m)w leads to a q~ ~ D in O(log n) tape 
complexity. To do this we need to know the state and top stack symbol of c. 
Since the given machine is a SR-DPDA, the former can be computed trivially 
by scanning ~-l)w and using the working tape memory just to trace the position 
of the input head up to rn in binary form. The latter can be obtained immediately, 
provided we know the mode of the stacking configuration of height [ c [ in the 
derivation (q0, Z0) ~---'~-l'w c.
To compute the mode of the stacking configuration of height h, we compute 
the modes of the stacking configurations of heights 1, 2, 3,..., h successively: 
Given the mode of the stacking configuration of height j together with e input 
head position at the configuration, we can compute the mode of the stacking 
configuration of height j-}- 1 together with the input head position of the 
configuration by first finding k such that ~k)w leads to the stacking configuration 
of that height and then computing that mode by simulating the states of the 
derivation in between and the stack symbol of height j ~- 1 each time that is 
changed in between. This computation is more precisely described in the 
following algorithm to compute (q', A', i ' , j  -}- I) from (q, A, i,]), where (q, A, i) 
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and (q', A', i') are the modes and input head positions at the stacking configura- 
tions of height j and j + 1, respectively, in the derivation (q0, Z0) ~_t~-1% c: 
(1) T := (St(q, A, ai))m; S :=  S' :=  So(q, A, ai); H :=j  + 1; I :=  I '  :=  
i+1.  
(Comment: We may assume here that a i v~ E, since by our normal form assump- 
tions if as = ~, then 3r(q, _d, ai) = e and (q, _d, i) would not be the mode and 
input head position at the stacking configuration of height j in the computation 
(q0, zo) ~ ,o-1,~ c.) 
(2) I fH  = j+ 1 and (S',B,~rl,)is an upstroke then T' :=(1)(Sr(S, ' T,~r()). 
If (S', B) is a reading mode then g :=  1 else g :=  0. 
H := H + ] 8r(S', B, 7r~,)[ -- 1. 
I f  I '  + g : m then goto (5). 
If H @ j -}- 1 then goto (4). 
(Comment: ~r,, is a,, if (S', B) is a reading mode; 7r,, is e, otherwise. B is an 
arbitrary element of T'. The  value of H and g are independent of B, since the 
given machine is a SR-DPDA.) 
(3) S:=8o(S ' ,B ,~r f ) ; l := I '  +g;  
If (S', B, ~rr) is a downstroke then T :=  T' else T :=  mSr(S' , T, 7rr). 
(4) S' :=  So(S', B, ~rf); I '  :=  I '  -t- g; goto (2). 
(5) q' :=  S; A' :=  T; i' :=  I. 
To implement all the above operations, we need only a finite number of 
counters which count at most n in binary form. Therefore the tape complexity 
of the language recognized by any SR-DPDA is O(log n). Thus the theorem is 
established. Q.E.D. 
As described at the beginning of this section, the class of languages recognized 
by SR-DPDA's includes various families of languages which have been shown 
earlier to be recognizable in O(log n) tape complexity. Parenthesis languages are 
also known to be a DSPACE(log n) (Lynch, 1975; Mehlhorn, 1975). In general, 
a DPDA constructed in the natural way to recognize a given parenthesis lan- 
guage is not a SR-DPDA. We cannot show at present hat every parenthesis 
language can be recognized by a SR-DPDA. 
APPENDIX: CONSTRUCTION OF A SR-DPDA TO RECOGNIZE A 
GIVEN STRUCTURED CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGE 
We employ the notation of context-free grammars and languages in Hopcroft 
and Ullman (1969). The reader may be referred to it for formal descriptions of 
this type of grammar. Let G = (V N , VT, P, S) be a context-free grammar, 
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where (1) VN is a finite set of nonterminals, (2) Vr is a finite set of terminals, 
(3) P is a finite set of productions whose forms are A -+ ~ with A 6 V~ 
and ~E(VN U Vr)*, and (4) S~ V N is the initial symbol. L(G) denotes 
the language generated by G. Then G '~ (VN, VrU{(A,  )~l A~ Vu}, 
{A ~ G~)AIA--~ a~P},  S) is called a structured context-free grammar 
associated with G, and L(G') is called a structured context-free language. We 
construct a DPDA M = (Q, X, F, 3, %,  Z o ,F) from G as follows: 
Let k=max{ l~ l [A - -+c~P} and V= VNU VT. Let X= Vrw 
{(~, )~ I A ~ V~}, r = {[4 ,  ~] I A ~ VN, ~ ~ (v*  - -  v*v~+l )}  u {Zo}, Q = 
{%, q,,  qa) w {q[~] i A e VN), andf  = {(q[s], Zo)}, where V j = {~ ] c~ = a l " 'a  ~ 
each ai (1 ~< i ~<j) ~ V}. 8 consists of the following sets of transitions (i.e., 
~ = {(qo, Zo) % (q~, Zo[S, •])) u {(qo, Zo) ~+ (q~, Zo) I ,~ ~ (~ - {(~))} 
k.) {(q0, [A, 06]) -~  (qd, E) ] "d~t ~ VN,  o ld (V*  - -  V'VIe+l), .Tr~ ~) ,  
~ ~ {(q~, [4, ~]) e+ (q~, [4, ~] )  I _a ~ v~,  ~ ~ (v*  - v*v~) ,  
u {(q~, [4, ~3) e+ (q~, 
u {(q,, [4, ~]) L (q~, 
)A 
W {(q~., [A, a]) --> (q[a] 
~) I A ~ vu ,  B E (Vu - -  {A)), a ~ (V*  - -  V*V~+~)} 
, if) I A e VN,  ~ • (V*  - -  V*  gk+l), A ~ a e P} 
• ) [ A ~ VN, o~ ~ (V* -- V* Vk+t), A --+ o~ is not in P} 
[A, ~][B, •]) I A e (V~ u {Zo}), B e VN, 
E (V* --  V*Vk+l)} • {(q~, Z0) ~+ (qa, Zo) ] w E X}, 
~3 = {(q[A] , [B, c~]) ~ (qr, [B, ~A]) [A  E VN, B ~BN,  o~ ~ (V*  - -  V'Vie)} 
U {(q~, Zo) ~ (q~, •) I A E V~}. 
For any E in/~, (qa, E) is neither a reading mode nor an • mode. 
From the above construction, M satisfies both conditions (i) and (ii) for a 
SR-DPDA described in Section 4. It is straightforward that L(G') = L(M).  We 
can see that M constructed above simulates the parsing process of a sentence 
by G' in the natural way. Any transition in {(q[A], [/3, a]) -~  (q~, [B, a_d]) I 
A e VN, B e VN, c~ e (V* --  V*Vt;)} of 8 a does not satisfy our normal form 
condition on the length of its right-hand side. However, we can modify these 
transitions in the way described in Section 2 so that our normal form conditions 
are satisfied. Since for each A e VN, B e V• and c~ E (V* --  V*Vk), (q~, [B, aA]) 
is a reading mode, Case in Section 2 can be applied to modify it to be the set 
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of suitable reading mode transitions. That is, those transitions can be combined 
with transitions of 8~ into reading mode transitions which satisfy our normal 
form conditions as well as conditions (i) and (ii) for a SR-DPDA. 
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